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Aotearoa New Zealand is in the midst of a quantity and scale of reform
greater than we have seen in decades, possibly ever. Ranging from
healthcare, education, three waters, housing and justice, to the longterm business and societal changes we need to tackle climate change,
there has never been a greater need to be successful at reform.
While the changes are often started by politicians, they impact people,
businesses, and communities just as much as they affect our public
services.
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Reform is large-scale, multi-year change

In our uniquely New Zealand context, reform is also underpinned by our Treaty partnership
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A framework for reform

Whatever the nature, focus and extent of reform, all reform stories include three key dimensions – and the degree to
which these are appropriately addressed directly impacts the success of the reform itself
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Recommendations for reformers

Our key findings and recommendations for those who are considering moving mountains
Reform Office

Partnerships

Create a Reform Office to drive
accountability and learning

Develop co-innovation
and co-governance
partnerships

Just transition
Enable safe, sustained and just
transition to systems of the future

Change the lens
Change the lens to move
beyond “engagement”

Capability
Invest in a flexible
reform capability

Findings
No single
blueprint for
reform today

Reform is
more reactive
than
responsive
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partnership
approach

We need a
peoplecentred toolkit

Breadth and
depth in
capability
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